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We established our camp near the col between the two valleys. On 23 June
Heiner, Herbert and I started early and after traversing a small tower we
reached the beginning of the North-east ridge. Soon we stood on the first
elevation. From here we followed the ridge up and down and sometimes we
were forced to traverse the steep slope on the west side. Unfortunately, as a
party of three we took quite a time to climb the difficult sections. It was already
3pm as we stopped for a short rest just before ascending the steep summit
ridge. On its first part we had to struggle in deep loose snow, and after we
reached the upper part we found that the rocks were covered with ice and snow.
The weather turned bad and during a snow-shower we reached the summit
hidden in clouds at 8pm. Just for a few seconds the clouds opened and we could
see the top of the little higher South Peak. Under the summit cornice we found
a good bivouac place, and until IOpm we were busy digging a hole where we
could sit under the bivouac-sheet, almost covered by snow. Fortunately the
night was not too cold and the sun reached us at sam. We had a good view of
Falak Sar, which dominates all the other nearby peaks. Soon we started to
descend, rappelling 120 ft over the steepest part of the rocky ridge. From the
first col we changed our route, climbing down a steep snow-slope (c. 1500 ft)
to the glacier instead of following the long ridge. On 25 June our porters came
late but we still managed to get down to Matiltan the same day, before it
started to rain heavily; we were glad to spend the night under the solid roof of
the Matiltan police station. On our departure next day the Batin Peaks covered
with fresh snow looked beautiful and made the small village one of the most
splendid spots in the mountain world. Wolfgang Stefan

Hindu Kush

Koh-i-Tundy Shagai Sha, 6121 rn, 1968 Second ascent, via the South-east
face, by an American party in July 1968.

Shai-i-Anjurnan, 6026 rn, and Jorjo valley, 1968 A Japanese -party from
Ogaki did the first ascent of this the last of the 6000 m peaks in this area, formerly
known as Peak X, and situated between the Pagar and Bologron valleys.

They also climbed Koh-i-Ogaki, 5585 m, at the head of the Serton valley and
Koh-i-Stara, 5050 m, at the head of the Jorjo valley. Both rivers are tributaries
of the Pagar.

History of Area vVolfgang Frey's new book, reviewed on P 380, should prove
valuable to future parties in the Central Afghan Hindu Kush.
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Koh-i-Bandaka, 1968 Aichigakuin nivcrsity expedition. M. Jamikawa
(leader) and nine others. On 2<) July, Y. Kuromiya and M. Ito reached the
s'Jmmit of Koh-i-Bandaka. During the descent Kuromiya slipped and fell to
his death. The party was not roped.

Istor-o-Nal, 1968 Japan Women's West Asian expedition. K. ato, S. Wat
anab? H. Izumi, H. Ashiya. On 29 July, the party (less Izumi), made the second
and first women's ascent of Istor-o-l ai, reaching the summit at 7 pm and
having to bivouac on the descent 50 m helow the top. The orth Peak was
separated from them by a deep gap.
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It may be mentioned that before rcaching the Hindu Kush the party had
climbed Ararat and Demavend and were only prevented by bad weather from
reaching the summit of Gelyasin in the ilo Mountains of Turkey.

South Udren glacier: Istor-o-Nal group, 1968 Sapporo i\Iedical Uni 'er
sitye pedition. 22 August: outh Atrak Zom (6241 m) climbed by M. 1at
suura, A. ishio, T. Nakamura. This peak lies north of Istor-o-Nal East
(7276 m), there being a col of 6000 m in between. On the following day, another
member, T. Murata, who had been staying at Camp 2, overbalanced into a
crevasse while descending with the rest of the party, receiving injuries from
which he died after being carried to Barenis.

Roshgol, 1967: first ascents of Nohbaisnorn Zorn, 6600 rn, South peak
of Udren Zorn, c. 7030 rn, and South peak of Saraghrar, c. 7303 m An
eight-man party (leader K. Yamamoto) from Hitotsubashi niversity, Japan,
visited this area in 1967, having obtained permission to attempt the South peak

90 ohbaiSllo111 ZOlll showing camps and route of Japanese first as ent. From
the South face of dren Zom. This and following photos; Kei Kurachi
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91 drell ZOIll from Duru. ']
snout of the Rosh Gol glacie:
in the foreground; the South
Peak is the wide one with the
rock wall (left) and the Nortl
Peak is een far behind (righ!

of araghrar-at that time one of the few virgin seven-thousanders of the
Hindu Kush-and other peaks to the south of it. Of the four possible routes on

araghrar, we had originally intended to attempt the South face of the outh
Peak from a southern tributary valley of the Rosh Gol, but this face appeared
so steep and difficult when seen from the harth An, which we had crossed on
the march in, that our plans were changed and we decided to make the attempt
from the west. 'With this end in view Base Camp was set up on 4 July at Totiraz
Noku, c. 4300 m. (For maps see A.J. JI. 203 and 66.198). The ill-fated Oxford
University expedition of 195 had its Base Camp at the same spot. (A.J. 64.
u6).

On 5 July we began a series of reconnaissances of the North Cwm glacier, a
branch of the Rosh Gol glacier flowing down from the direction of the North
ridge of araghrar. The entrance to the North Cwm was very narrow with
lofty rocky walls on both sides and in the centre portion a threatening ice-fall.
But soon, we managed to find a route on the left hand side through the com
plexjties of the ice-fall to the upper snow cwm. There we found the innermost
part of the cwm surrounded by a steep semi-circular rock wall, like an amphi
theatre. After carefully examining the possible routes, we decided to try the
left-hand (north) wall, following some of the many couloirs running diagonally
up' ards to the top ridge.

On 8 July we set up Camp I (4800 m) at the entrance to the orth Cwm
glacier, and on the loth amp JI (5100 m) on the upper snow-field. Then



wm r ute again,
our attention to

92 amp J 011 drm rlll (5300 m). Cdren Zom oUlh i. behind

atoh, Hara and Ikechi tarted fr m amp 11 at 5.30am on the 12th to find a
rOllte lip a couloir in the rock wall. They had already reconnoitred th no\\,
slope a' far as the bottom of the rock wall and the made good pe d using their
old tracks to the place they had previousl reached. t nine o'clock they tarted
to climb the couloir. 1t happened at the econd rope length in the couloir;
suddenly a falling stone was heard, creaming and humming, and the next
m ment a ry of pain from Ikechi, the la t man on the rope, urpri ed the other
t\ o. The tone had broken his left thigh. 'atoh and Hara got him down to a
ledge under an overhanging rock and then atoh rush d down to notif the
oth r of the accident while Hara et his thigh in a plint mad from ice piton
and looked aftcr him till the ther arri\·ed. During the next three da we
de\'oted all our ener i s to etting him down to Base amp. Three day later
he was on hi wa back to Japan.

fter this incident none of us felt in lined to try the Korth
the only route on the west idc of 'araghrar, 0 we turned
other mountain ar und the Rosh Gol glacier.

On the ridge separatin th R sh I and trak glaciers lies an ea'il ap
roached addle. On the rid e to the north of this addle lie the thre peaks of
Udren Zom while in the other direction is a beautiful now-cover d p ak
which we nam d :'\ohbai nom Zom. The da lk chi left, Hara, atoh and [
limbed up to the saddle (c. -300 m), which w later named L'dren An. ur

wa la' up the glacier descending fr m the col, which is named :'\ohbai nom
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Zom glacier on the Pakistan Survey map our liaison officer had brought with
him.

vVe now resolved to attempt Nohbaisnom Zom from the saddle, where Haro,
Satoh, Sato and I occupied Camp I on 23 July. Next day Satoh and I left
this camp for a reconnaissance of the ridge. South of the saddle it was barred
by a 1000 m high rock wall but from above this wall a long ridge fell westward
to the Atrak glacier. We attained this ridge in three hours by traversing
a steep snow slope and then started the climb back to the main ridge; the
arete was narrow and dangerous, with nieves penitentes and an unstable cornice
on the south side, but there was no other possible route and we trudged up to
the point of junction with the main ridge. Tp.ere, we turned back and only
reached Camp I after dark.

After a day's rest we were about to set off from Camp I when an avalanche
swept across the route of the traverse. We had to find a safer route. While
Satoh and Hara reconnoitred northwards towards Udren Zom, Sato and I
descended the glacier flowing from Udren An to the Atrak glacier and just
above the point where the ice-fall plunges to the Atrak glacier we climbed a
steep couloir to the West ridge. We fixed 1000 ft of rope so that our new route,
though long, was safe.

On 28 July we pitched Camp II (5600 m) half way along the West ridge, but
unsettled weather then drove us back to Base Camp for more provisions and a
rest. Hara, Sato, Satoh and I returned to this camp on 3 August. Next morning,
in perfect weather, we started at 5.30 for the ascent of Nohbaisnom Zom.
There are three peaks on the main ridge, the highest (6600 m) being the furthest
away. Between it and the nearest peak (c. 6000 m) lies a third summit (c. 5600 m)
over which we had to pass. Guarded by icy slopes and rock walls much time and
labour were required to overcome it, and it was past midday before we began to
ascend the broad snow slope leading to the main summit. After a weary,
monotonous climb along the ridge we at last reached the top at 4.4opm
(first ascent). There was a big cornice on the Rosh Gol side and many magnifi
cent peaks with famous names stood all around us. Leaving the top after half
an hour, we bivouacked on the col between the middle and highest peaks and
got back to Camp II at 3pm next day.

Back at Camp I, we resolved to attempt the unclimbed South Peak (c. 7030 m)
of Udren Zom, accessible by its South ridge from Udren An. The ridge was
barred by a steep rock buttress and we were in doubt how we should overcome
this, but we climbed it by a long couloir on its left side. On 10 August, having
climbed the buttress, Hara, Sato, Satoh and I established Camp III at 6300 m.



93 011111 ridge of drell Zom 0 haq i in rh ba kground, right; Atrak
gla i r, centre right
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94 araghrar, from the wc t, near L'dren n (the snow col in f rcground).
The :\'onh Peak i left, (Ind the ourh Peak right

:\ext da we left at 6am and after a pi a ant limb, much easier than the a cent
f Kohbaisnom Zom reached the summit at 1.3opm.

B the time we were ali 1a k at Base amp \ e had t\ 0 week left. \Ve un
e p ted) di overed a likcl I' ut up ara hrar b way of it outhern \'alle .
There was a branch f thi valle whi h we had n t previousl been able to
ee and a steep ridg dividin it a\'e a short and direct route to the ummit of

the outh Peak. On I u u t Ba e amp wa shifted to Duru and on the 21 t
amp) wa pitched at -600 m a little below the ridge. On the followin day

w t up amp 11 on a rock terrace at 6300 rn, wher we left atoh and Hara
to attempt the ummit n xt day.

The left camp earl on the 231' I and climbed th steep ice fa e. ft I' cuttin
tep for ten hour they rea hed a ledge, I' terrace, the nly uitable place for

a bivouac. The were vel' r tired and did not think they could reach the ummit
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before dark so decided to spend the night there (7100 m). Next morning,
after a few hours climb, they reached the summit of the South Peak of Saraghrar.
We got back to Base amp at Duru on the 25th and on 30 August returned to
Chitral. Kei Kurachi

Ushko glacier, 1967 ~iigata ni\·ersityexpedition. . Yokoyama, K. mezu.
July ucai Zom, 5973 m.

20 July Pt 6421 m, christened r\iigata Zom, first ascent.
25 July Pt 7061 m, first ascent. This peak is on the spur running north-east

from the ridge between Langar and Saraghrar North. It was named
Ushko Zom.

27 July Saraghrar Central, 7349 m, second ascent. The party found a flag
and statuette left by the Italians in 1959.

lYofe. This information was received from a Japanese source. It mu t be
pointed out, however, that 7349 m is the height of Saraghrar I, the highest
peak climbed by the Italians in 1959. In O.A.Z. I]60. 106 and I]62. 147 it is
stated that the 1 iigata niversity party climbed Saraghrar :\orth, 7040 m
(not Pt 7349 m), making the second ascent. The Italians Castelli an:! Pinelli
made the first ascent in 1959 naming the peak Punta Alpignano. Another
Japanese party made the fir t ascent of Saraghrar South (sec above).

Ushko glacier, 1968 Waseda University expedition. T. Tachibana, R.
Suzuki, K. Noguchi.
I I August Ascent of a nameless peak, 5600 m, on the ridge between Langar

and rgend.
18 ugust Langar, highest summit, 7061 m, second ascent.

Kotgaz glacier 1968: five first ascents After six month' preparation
during which Hanns Schell and Rainer G6schl helped us in the mo t friendly
fashion with information-we, Hans Gassner, leader, Fritz Iglar and epp
Peer, left Rottenmann on 28 June 1968, and travelling by road arrived at
Peshawar on 7 July. We reached the Kotgaz glacier on the 16th and set up
Base Camp at 4100 m.

Our aim was to climb the two virgin six-thousanders on the frontier ridge north
of the Kotgaz glacier. Two more camps were established further up the glacier,
Camp I at 4800 m and Camp II at 5400 m. From the latter we climbed on 25
July to the summit of Pegish Zom II, 6167 m, by way of the very steep outh
face and the heavily corniced ,\ est ridge. \Ve went down by the same route
and reached Camp II about 5pm.
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95 Kotgaz-Lunkho and nearby areas. Map by Masataka Susuki, 1967, slightly
amended

Next day we ciimbed Pegish Zom 1. Under a cloudless sky we reached the
South ridge by an ice couloir and followed the ridge over some very steep
pitches to the Vorgipfel, continuing on to the summit, 6269 m. Again we des
cended by the route of ascent and got back to Camp II as darkness closed in.
On the 27th we dismantled the two high camps and decided to have a couple of
days rest at Base Camp. With loads of about 60 lb the journey took nine hours,
through nieves penitentes and ice-falls and along moraine ridges.

We spent 29 July making preparations for our ascent of Noghor Zom 1.
This mountain is incontestably the most beautiful of the summits we climbed.
On the following day we went down the Kotgaz glacier in an easterly direction
to its junction with the Noghor Zom glacier. We ascended this glacier in a
south-westerly direction and camped on a ridge at 4700 m. Our route next day
led us over an exceptionally brittle ridge to the Upper Noghor Zorn glacier
where we camped in the early afternoon. On I August we climbed the very
steep East face of Noghor Zom I to the North ridge and followed this arete
to the heavily corniced summit, 5936 m, which we reached about 3pm. On
the descent we followed the North ridge for a short distance and then went
straight down the East face to our camp site.

We dismantled this camp on the 2nd and all went down over the Upper
Noghor Zom glacier to the rock ridge we had traversed in the ascent. I went on
down with the tent and equipment to Base Camp where I arrived the same day.
Peer and Iglar found an easy route up Noghor Zom I1, c. 5600 rn, and Chickar
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Zom, 5285 m. They reached the site of Camp I the same evening where
they bivouacked. On 3 August we were reunited at Base Camp and began to
get ready for our departure. Our porters turned up on the 5th and on the same
day the weather broke; the porters, with their scanty clothing, had to spend the
night in the open. We reached Uzhnu next day after a fifteen-hour march and
were back at Rottenmann on 3 I August. According to Dr Diemberger our
climbs, except for Chickar Zom, were all first ascents. Hans Gassner

Kotgaz-Chhutidum glaciers: first ascent of pt 5681, 1968 Our small
party (T. H. Braham, H. Thomlinson, my wife and I) left Chitra] on 23 July
and arrived at our Base Camp at the foot of the Chhutidum terminal moraine

MI-4m
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Au\lnao expeditIon

BritIsh expedition
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96 Kotgaz-Chhlltidllm glaciers showing the routes of the Austrian and British
parties 1968. Re-drawn from map supplied by Hans Gassner. See also [98] for
cross-view
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on 31 July after a very hot passage throu h the long ~Iastuj valley. The view to
the south \ as dominated by the beautiful :\"orth face of :.Joghor Zom, a
mountain we would dearly have liked to climb. We aw the Au trian part
reach the top of it a few days later (see above).

Our fir t ortie was a reconnaissance of the Chhutidum glacier. With the help
of two porter, Abdlll Akak and Abzar I han, we carried up load and e tab
lished a camp at about 4600 m, below Lunkho "rest, after spending a day
locating a very easy route from Base Camp up the ablation valley to the ea t
of the glacier. Trevor and Hugh, and then Sally and I, occupied the camp for
a couple of days, making our way to the lIf>per basin of the Chhutidum and
examining the possibilities from there. They were not encouraging. The South
face of Lunkho East offered two routes, the unclimbed outh-west ridge, a
soaring line reminiscent of the Breithorn YOllnggrat, and the South-ea t rib,

97 Peak 56 I and Col Wakhikah Rah. from the east. Hugh Thomlin on in
foreground. Thi and next photos: 1ichael We tmacort



98 View West from Peak 56 I econd summit in foreground; Kotgaz glacier
on left

climbed by a Japanese party to the summit in 1967. Lunkho West, which we
had hoped to climb, was repellent-mostl steep rock, apparently of very poor
quality, seamed by narrow gullies subject to stone-fall. To the south was the
North face of Peak 64-41 m (labelled on some maps Chhutidum Zom) which was
clearly avalanche-prone. I thought I could perhaps see a possible line up its
West ridge, but it would have involved technical climbing with loads for at
least one higher camp.

On returning to Base, we found Trevor crippled by a poisoned foot, which
made him unable to walk for two weeks, and accordingly we decided to modify
our objectives and concentrate on the unnamed glaciers to the north of our
Base Camp, which both Wc and our porters understood had never been visited,
though this turned out to be quite untrue. Hugh and I set off on 10 August.
We made camp above a long moraine rib leading up from the foot of the
Chhutidum, in a rocky hanging valley just below the unnamed glaciers. Next
day we made our way to the small glacier to the north-west. Above it, there
were three possible objecti ves, peaks marked as 5681 m and 6196 m on the map,
and a third which was also probably over 6000 m. Peak 5681, which we decided
to go for, is called Wakhikah Rah on some maps, but this means Afghan Pass,
and the name should no doubt apply to the pass just to the north.

During the next few days, Sally, Hugh and I established a camp at perhaps
4800 m on the western arm of the glacier, not far below the Wakhikah Rah,
and stocked it with enough food for several days, with the idea of tackling both
5681 and 6196. In the course of the building-up operation, we found to our
disgust a cigarette packet on the glacier. Once Sally and I were driven down to
Base by persistent bad weather (we'd been told the monsoon does not reach
Chitral-an oversimplification, it appears), but on 17 August we found our
selves at last in the high camp, ready for an attempt next day.

We nearly didn't start. The ground-sheet had leaked badl and our foam
mattresses and sleeping-bags were sodden when we woke; we waited for the
sun to hit the tent before we could summon the necessary enthusiasm. We



99 Lunkho East from the south (ablation valley on the ea t side of Chhlltidum
glacier). The Japanese ascent (1967) was by the rib on the xtreme right, then
by the skyline. The curving ridge in the centre may possibly give a 'Young
grat' route to a strong party

finally left camp at 8'30am, but the snow was firm and we didn't need the rope
until we'd reached the col and were some way above it. The first section was a
steep and heart-breaking snow-slope, 45° for<Qver 1500 ft, generally easy as it
was covered in 'snO\v-fences' which provided excellent steps, but consistently
exhausting and occasionally icy. After this, a level section of ridge, in which I
sank to the thighs in rotten snow annoyed that Sally only went in knee deep,
followed by a steep pitch which involved a bergschrund and a traverse across
a steep wall. The wall consisted of a thin layer of good snow, over rotten snow,
over hard ice-we were relieved to reach a good rock belay. The ridge" ent on,
now straightforward, now moderately steep and icy. At about 3pm we cram
poned up an exposed section and found the top just ahead of us-three rock
pinnacles on a beautifully sculptured snow ridge. It was one of the most
delightful summits I have known, and there was a tremendous view-Akher
Chioh and Koh-i-Tez to the south-west, to the south Noghor Zom which we
were surprised to see definitely below us, Pt 6196 to the north-east and the
Lunkhos further along the frontier ridge. Across the \,yakhan, we could see
what must be the Pamirs.

We spent half an hour on top having lunch but there was little time to spare.
Having made up our minds that morning that we were not going to 'push it',



100 Ltlllhho West, South-east face from the Chhutidum glacier

we had brought neither bivouac equipment nor torch, so it behoved us to get
down quickl . It took us just 2t hours back to camp.

Ifwe had only known, this was the time to pack up the expedition and go home,
but as it was we felt we had good prospects still. Trevor and Hugh were to come
up to the high camp and either repeat Pt 5681 or attempt Pt 6196, which ap
peared to be easy, if boring, from the col. After that, and after Trevor's depar
ture home, the three of us remaining could turn our attention to other nearby
peaks or e en pay a further visit to the Chhutidum. In the event, we had nothing
but frustration, since first Trevor, whose foot had by now recovered, went ill
and had to return to civilisation, Hugh accompanying him; and secondly Sally
and I, who stayed on to have a crack at Pt 6196, ran into continuous snowfall
on 27-28 August when we were already at the glacier camp. Jt was obvious that
the route on Pt 6196 would be avalanchey, so we packed up and brought down
the top camp. On the 29th, more snow, though we had time in the morning to
make a hort reconnaissance of the other unnamed glacier, to the north-east
of our camp. On the 30th, more snow again, so we gave up and returned to
Base.

At Base, of course, the weather cleared while we waited for porters from Ushnu,
and the sky was unclouded for the 95-mile walk back to hitral Town. This we
did in five days, the 85 miles from shnu taking us three and a half. We didn't
wan.t to hang around, but the main reason for speed was that we had agreed
with the porten;, after many hours of negotiations, a fixed rate from shnu to
Chitral irrespective of the number of days ell route. Two of the porters used
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donkeys instead of carrying the loads themselves, and the other three acquired
a series of assistants who helped from time to time when the pace got too hot.
They would have had to carry us too, if the road to Chitral had been much
longer. Michael Westmacott

Wakhan corridor and Lunkho, 1968 Scottish Expedition: P. V. Brian,
D. B. lartin, R. A. P. Melior, R. A. North, I. G. Rowe (leader), R. J. Tancred.
We were eventually given permission to visit this area when already in Kabul.
We hoped to climb Lunkho, then the highest unclimbed peak in the range,
from the north (Ab-i-Ishmurkh), though we knew that an Austrian party was
attempting it from our west, from the Ab-i-Khandut. The presence of a
Yugoslav party in the latter valley and a French party to the east, in the Ab-i
Quala Panja, made it a busy year for the area and we were very glad to get
permission, given that Poland and Czechoslovakia had seemed to hold a
monopoly recently.

Base Camp was established on 29 July at an altitude of 13,650 ft and just below
the glacier snout. In common with the other feeder valleys of the Oxus, ours
rose up to the south and terminated in the barrier wall of the main chain, the
border with Pakistan. Advanced Base was set up on the Eastern flank of the
glacier, below parisina, a giant Chardonnet of a mountain first climbed by
Czechs in 1965. This camp, at 14,800 ft, was stocked up while simultaneous
reconnaissance penetrated to the ice-fall leading to a high glacier tucked into
the Lunkho's North-eastern back pocket by the arm of its North ridge. A high
camp was established at 16,250 ft to the northern side of the bowl of this glacier,
and the stocking of this and the increased stocking of Advanced Base were
continued. Meanwhile from this camp a line to the foot of the orth ridge was
climbed by Brian and North. A subsequent attempt to stockpile food on the
col of the orth ridge was foiled by the first of a series of bad weather periods.

This heralded a time of increasing frustration. Two further attempts were made,
each of which were beaten back by the weather. On the third attempt four
members had to follow an obvious retreat into the Ab-i-Khandut, leaving
behind them a stockpile above the major technical difficulties, which enabled
North and Rowe on the fourth attempt to sit out a twenty-four-hour blizzard
in a snow-cave.

orth and Rowe reoccupied the snow cave on 2 September. This time the
weather held good and the summit bid began at 2am. on the 3rd. The going
was extremely strenuous, very bad snow conditions aggravated by a toe
freezing ground wind, but after thirteen hours the summit ridge was attained.
At this date it was already known that the Austrians had forestalled us, and
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101 Waklum-Lllllkho showing the routes of the Scottish and Austrian-Yugoslav
expeditions 1968. A good I : lOO, 000 map is now available, ba~ed on aerial
survey. See [103] for eastwards and [95] for southwards extensions respectively.
Sketch map supplied by lan Rowe, heights may not be accurate
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rather than ri king benightment and further damage to North' already fro t
bitten toe the party retreated without attaining the true summit, some 150

ft higher and half a mile distant.

In relation to the battle carried out on Lunkho the other work carried out by
the members of the expedition seemed almost incidental. Attempts were made
on Koh-i-:Vlina, 21,096 ft, and Koh-i-Quala Panja, 20,761 ft, both of which
were unsuccessful due to adverse weather or now conditions. A successful
attempt on an I ,ooo-footer was made by Tancred and Melior, and this was
subsequently named Koh-i-Andaval.

The Eastern Hindu Kush and the headwaters of the Oxus, by their difficulty
of access and legendary connotations would repay any adventurous traveller.
Coupled with unclimbed peaks of over 20,000 ft the area is for the climber
rendered unique. lan Rowe

102 Koh-i-Hevad showing route of Yugo lav second ascent
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Khandut valley: Yugoslavian expedition, 1968 After travelling by car
from Yugoslavia, we established our Base Camp on a moraine on the north
side of the Ab-i-Khandut at 4400 m. We then met up with the Austrian
expedition and climbed the two Lunkho summits together. Our starting point
for the final climb of the Lunkho Dosore summit (6872 m)-the most interest
ing summit in the valley-was a col at c. 6500 m on the ridge between Lunkho
Dosore and Lunkho Hawar [113]. Dosore was climbed on 4 August by Draslar
and Stupnik, and Hawar (6872 m) on 13 August by Belak and Sazonov.
Between these dates, on account of bad weather, we were able only to climb
Koh-i-Myiani, 5850 m, on 9 August.

We subsequently evacuated all our camps on the North face of Lunkho and
split into two groups to climb Koh-i-Hevad, 6849 m (18 August; DraiHer and
Kunaver) (previously climbed from the east by a Czechoslovakian expedition,
1965), and the unnamed peak, 5902 m (18 August, Belak and Stupnik), for
which we propose the name Koh-i-Jashin. During this latter period, the fifth
member of the expedition carried out scientific work and we all left on 24
August. Ales Kunaver

103 Quala Panja valley Sketch map showing routes of French expedition 1968.
Supplied by Hemi Agresti



104 Looking ollllt-feesl frolll near SlIlIIlIIil 10 Kolte Sorkond The numhers relate
to the \rala map. Photo: fsabelle Agresti

Quala Panja valley: French expedition, 1968 (Henri Agresti, I abelle
gre ti, Y"e Dominoni (climbing party); Lucien Agresti, Renee Agresti).

,re left France on 4 July in two Renault 4S with trailer and establi hed our
fir t Bas amp on 2 August after two days carry. Thi. wa only at 3500 m on
account of difficulties with port rs and we subsequently movcd it with the
help of six porter, in three day, to 4000 m on the right bank of the glacier.

We took a further week to establish amp 2 on the edge of the plateau (c.
5000 m) on account of difficulti s in finding the way through a dangerous serac
zone, necessitating 100 m of steep ice-climbing on the edge of the glacier
(sections of 70°) on which we ubsequently fixed ropes. Once thi wa done,
however, we were able to spend up to twenty-five days on the two plateaux
without going back through the erac zone. During thi period Isabelle and
Henri gresti wer able to do the follo\\·ing first ascents, ometime from
upplementary camps:



KoheRank
5930m

KoheWakhan

6400 m 6535m

10- Looking east Iroll/ Kohe tora Photo: Ilenr;. 're ti

1-..ohe b "600 m
Kohe Rank, 5930 m
Pt "900 m and 5730 m (during an att mpt

on h..ohe \ akhan 6500 m)
Kohe 'arkand, 5700 m
Kohe Jame , 6210 m; econd ascent; first

b I orth-east ide; with '\ vc Dominoni
Kohe Tirma, 5950 m
Kohe etara, 6030 m

19 u u t

20 U u t

23 ugu t

2+ ugu t

3 . eptember
-1- eptember
6 eptcmber

part from four day of violent storm (27-30 ugv t), the w ath r was
adequate for climbing, varying from very good to mediocre. Except for the
steep ice- lope below 'amp 2 and a f 'w oth I' hort pa sage, th . technical
difficultie experienced were n t more than AD, thouah the relative) high
altitude and i olation wer al 0 important factor .. 11 the name cited-with
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the exception of I ohe James (named and climbed by the zech expedition
1965)-have been put forward lfficially to the Afghan artographic Institute.
Intere ting remaining po ibilities are:

I Kohe Wakhan, which i really a group of at lea t three ummit of 6400

6500 m, thou h it might be more acce ible from the next valley (Darya-i
Darrah-i-E han);

2 a very beautiful and apparently difficult ummit of 6200 m bet\\een Kohe
Tirma and Kohe etara;

3 several summits of minor importance ranging fr m 5000-6100 m.

The Quala Panja valley mark the end of the main climbing area of the Hindu
Kush. To the east the altilude drops rapidly and only a few i olated fine peaks
of 6000 m rise above the general level of carcely 5000 m, mountains which are
much less glaciated than the western parts of the Hindu Ku h.

We found on the right bank of our valley at 3 00 m an ancient ite which might
well be prehistoric. Henri Agresti

Koh-i-Laksch (5786 m): fir t ascent, 1968 Two partie from Lyon (1.
Brugirard, L. Dubo t, P. Gendre, L. Genii, :\llIe . Yalentini) reached the
summit on and 10 Augu t by the :'\orth-we t ridge, which gave rock
climbing of I \ sup and very teep now arete . ( ource: I,a !IIon/agne et
Alpi11isme, 1968, p 377.)

Rich Gol-Noroghikum glacier, 1968 Tokyo University of Education.
fter a cending the 'oroghik glacier, this three-man party reached the col

(5400 m) between hhutidum Zom (6441 m) and the unnamed peak to the
outh (c. 6000 m), on 9 Augu t. As the ridge to Chhutidum Zom appeared to

involve one or two bivouacs, Tohoru 1'0 hitomi and Tetsuo himada climb d
the peak to the south in tead on 1 I August: pro\'i ionally named horogoh
Zom.

Hindu Raj: Golash glacier, 1968 Gakushiun niver ity expedition. H.
ieda (leader), :\1. Tokita, . Chigira. 25 Jul : ascent of Pte. 6100 m above the

Golash glacier, provisionally naming it Golash Zom.

Gochkar Sar, 6249 ID (second ascent), and Shachiokun Zom, 6124 m
(first ascent) by a party from Graz led by Heinz Badura, 196. ee al 0 p 1 7.

Heights of Thui I and II, and Koyo Zom Dr Gerald Gruber writes that
he inadvertently transposed the numbers of the Thui peaks in his article in
A.]. 73.55. ccording to the India Triangulation, Thui I of his article is really
1 hui Il, and vice ver a. The correct height of Koyo Zom is 6 9 m (22,603 Ft),
and not 6 12 m as stated in the article.
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Koyo Zorn, 6889 rn, first ascent, 1968 An O.A.V. expedition under the
leadership of Dr Stamm, with five members, two of whom were women,
achieved this, the first ascent of the highest peak in this area of the Hindu
Raj (see A.J. 73. 60 for illustration). They also did three other virgin six
thollsanders.

Hindu Raj: Pechus glacier, 1968 Second Frattero expedition. S. Karibe,
T. Hashino, H. Kenmochi. From a Base Camp on the Pechus glacier, the
party climbed Ishpel Dome, 5900 m, on 28 July. Karibe and Hashino climbed
'Frattero Zom', 6200 m. Both these peaks are east of Koyo Zom. Bad conditions
prevented an attempt on Koyo Zom.

On 8 August Hashino and Kenmochi started up the Kotalkash glacier with
provisions for seven days. They were never seen again.

Karakoram

Minapin (Diran1), 23,861 ft: First ascent, 17 August 1968 R. Goschl,
R. Pischinger, H. Schell. Base Camp was set up in the Minapin valley on 3
August and in spite of unfavourable weather reconnaissance expeditions were
carried out. On 17 August, in perfect weather, the three men reached the
summit at 4.30pm. The party had originally intended to visit the Hindu Kush,
and only at the last moment was the aim switched to the Karakoram.

Minapin had been the object of several previous expeditions, among them a
British party in 1958. Two of its members did not return from a summit bid
and were last seen about 300 ft below the top (A.]. 63. 261). A German expedi
tion made two attempts from the north in 1959 and on the second of these
Rudolf Bardodej and the porter Kabul, from a camp on the West ridge, reached
a height of 23,000 ft when they were forced to return by the worsening weather
and the sickness of Kabul, suffering from chest and throat trouble. A small
party from Salzburg had no better success in 1964; three attempts on the sum
mit were made, all defeated by bad weather and snow conditions. In 1965 a
Japanese expedition of members of the Kyoto Mountaineering Federation
made yet another attempt. From a camp at c. 22,000 ft two of the party reached
a point only some 250 ft from the summit before being compelled by the violent
wind and snowstorm to break off the attempt (A.A.]. 1966. 198).

Minapin was the only 23,000 ft peak to be climbed in 1968
1 The name Diran is derived from a shepherds' settlement in the Bagrot valley on
the south side of the mountain.
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